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Ergodicity breaking in rapidly rotating C60 fullerenes
Lee R. Liu1,2*, Dina Rosenberg1,2, P. Bryan Changala1,2†, Philip J. D. Crowley3, David J. Nesbitt1,2,4,
Norman Y. Yao3, Timur V. Tscherbul5, Jun Ye1,2*

Ergodicity, the central tenet of statistical mechanics, requires an isolated system to explore all available
phase space constrained by energy and symmetry. Mechanisms for violating ergodicity are of interest
for probing nonequilibrium matter and protecting quantum coherence in complex systems. Polyatomic
molecules have long served as a platform for probing ergodicity breaking in vibrational energy transport.
Here, we report the observation of rotational ergodicity breaking in an unprecedentedly large molecule,
12C60, determined from its icosahedral rovibrational fine structure. The ergodicity breaking occurs
well below the vibrational ergodicity threshold and exhibits multiple transitions between ergodic and
nonergodic regimes with increasing angular momentum. These peculiar dynamics result from the
molecule’s distinctive combination of symmetry, size, and rigidity, highlighting its relevance to emergent
phenomena in mesoscopic quantum systems.

I
solated systems that break ergodicity have
been explored in a variety of experimental
settings, including spin glasses (1), ultra-
cold neutral atoms (2, 3) and ions (4), and
photonic crystals (5). These systems ex-

hibit ergodicity breaking of spin configura-
tions and momentum or spatial distributions.
By contrast, gas-phase polyatomic molecules
provide opportunities to probe the ergodicity
breaking of collective (rotational and vibra-
tional) excitations in a finite quantum system.
In this context, a topic of major interest has
been the transport of energy deposited into
molecular vibrations by optical pumping or
collisions. Intramolecular vibrational redis-
tribution (IVR) sets in once a critical thresh-
old, defined by the product of vibrational
coupling and the local density of vibrational
states (which has a power-law scaling with
vibrational energy), is exceeded (6–11). This
vibrational ergodicity transition has been
studied vigorously in the context of under-
standing and controlling unimolecular reac-
tion dynamics (12).
Among polyatomic molecules, buckmin-

sterfullerene (12C60) is notable for its structural
rigidity and high degree of symmetry, which
suppress IVR and allow for spectroscopic res-
olution (13) and optical pumping (14) of indi-
vidual rovibrational states—an unusual and
fortuitous situation for a molecule with 174
vibrational modes. Its small rotational con-
stant and stiff, cage-like structure ensure that

hundreds of rotational states are populated
even when vibrational excitations are largely
frozen out, which can be achieved with mod-
est buffer gas cooling to ~120 K. Thus, a ther-
mal ensemble of 12C60 can reveal extensive,
state-resolved rotational perturbations span-
ning hundreds of rotational quanta by elimi-
nating vibrational “hot bands.”
First observed and understood in atomic

nuclei (15–22), rotational perturbations can
arise from spherical symmetry breaking in the
frame fixed to a rotating self-bound deform-
able body (23), which lifts the degeneracy of
different body-fixed projections of the total
angular momentum vector J. Such perturba-
tions, also called “tensor interactions” because
of their anisotropic nature, manifest in fine-
structure splitting of the total angularmomen-
tum (J) multiplets in rovibrational spectra and
encode rich dynamics such as rotational bi-
furcations (18, 24), as previously observed in
tetrahedral SnH4, CD4, CF4, SiH4, and SiF4 and
octahedral SF6molecules (25–33). Nevertheless,
observing icosahedral tensor interactions, first
predicted for 12C60 over three decades ago (34),
has remained an elusive goal, because there
are far fewer examples of icosahedral mole-
cules, nonspherical interactions occur only at
higher orders of interactions, and icosahedral
molecules are necessarily larger than lower-
symmetry spherical top molecules, implying a
smaller rotational constant.
In this work, we observed these icosahedral

tensor interaction splittings, revealing rota-
tional ergodicity transitions in 12C60 at energies
well below its IVR threshold (10). Specifically,
as the molecule “spins up” to higher J, the
dynamics of the angular momentum vector J
in the molecule-fixed frame switches between
ergodic and nonergodic regimes. In the non-
ergodic regime, distinct vector J trajectories
exist in the same energy range but remain
separated by energy barriers. In the limit of
high J, the tunneling between these trajecto-
ries is too weak to restore ergodicity, leaving

a characteristic signature in the fine-structure
level statistics. This phenomenon differs from
IVR in three key respects: (i) It involves the
“transport” of the molecule frame orientation
of vector J instead of vibrational energy; (ii) it
can occur well below the IVR threshold; and
(iii) it switches back and forth multiple times
between ergodic (described by a 6th rank ten-
sor interaction) and nonergodic (described by
a 10th rank tensor interaction) regimes as the
angular momentum is varied. This peculiar
dynamical behavior arises from multiple
avoided crossings with other vibrational states,
which induce nonmonotonic variations in the
molecule’s anisotropic character as J is varied.
The rotational ergodicity transitions bear some
similarity to those studied in asymmetric top
molecules in a static electric field (35, 36) in
that both concern the transport of angular
momentum in themolecule frame. However,
unlike in (35, 36), the rotational ergodicity
transitions in 12C60 are induced by intramolec-
ular rovibrational coupling in the freely rotat-
ing molecule, rather than by an externally
applied electric field.

Effective 12C60 rovibrational Hamiltonian

The rovibrational structure of C60 can be de-
scribed by a field-free molecular Hamiltonian

H ¼ Hscalar þHtensor ð1Þ

The scalar HamiltonianHscalar contains only
those combinations of vectorJ and vibrational
angularmomentum‘ that preserve their spheri-
cal degeneracy (37)

Hscalar ¼ n0 þ BJ2 þ DJ4 þ⋯� 2BzJ � ‘ ð2Þ

where n0 is the vibrational band origin, B is
the rotational constant, D is the scalar cen-
trifugal distortion constant, andz is the Coriolis
coupling constant.
Rovibrational fine structure is encoded in the

tensor Hamiltonian Htensor. For simplicity, we
considered apure rotational tensorHamiltonian
consisting of the two lowest-order “icosahe-
dral invariants.” These invariants are linear
combinations of spherical tensors of the same
rank that transform according to the totally
symmetric irreducible representation in the
icosahedral point group (Ih) (38). They can be
expressed (39) in the basis of spherical har-
monics Y k

q q; fð Þ of degree k and order q, which
depend explicitly on the molecular frame’s
polar q and azimuthal f angles (Fig. 1A). The
first two nontrivial (anisotropic) icosahedral
invariants, with ranks 6 and 10, are given by

T 6½ � q; fð Þ ¼
ffiffiffiffi
11

p

5
Y 6
0 q; fð Þ

þ
ffiffiffi
7

p

5
Y 6
5 q; fð Þ � Y 6

�5 q; fð Þ� � ð3Þ
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T 10½ � q; fð Þ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3 � 13 � 19p

75
Y 10

0 q; fð Þ

�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
11 � 19p

25
Y 10
5 q; fð Þ � Y 10

�5 q; fð Þ� �

þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3 � 11 � 17p

75
Y 10
10 q; fð ÞþY 10

�10 q; fð Þ� �
ð4Þ

which are combined to construct a truncated
tensor Hamiltonian

H 6þ10ð Þ
tensor ¼ g cosnT 6½ � þ sinnT 10½ �

� �
ð5Þ

This Hamiltonian is parameterized by an
overall scaling factorg andmixing anglen such
thatn ¼ 0andn ¼ p=2 correspond to pureT 6½ �

and pure T 10½ �, respectively.
All operators that are incompatible with

icosahedral point group symmetry, including
any spherical harmonics of rank 1 to 5, 7 to 9,

11, 13, 14,... (40), vanish from the Hamiltonian.
The use of full rovibrational tensor operators
is unlikely to change the picture qualitatively,
particularly when J (~100 to 300) is much
greater than the vibrational angularmomentum
quantum number ‘ ¼ 1 (38). These polyhedral
invariants are similar to those used to describe
the crystal field splitting of electronic orbitals
owing to an external lattice environment (41)
or the ligand field splitting in transition-metal
complexes (42).
The energetic correction, or tensor energy

defect, associated with orienting J in different
directions in the molecule frame can be vi-
sualized by the altitude of a semi-classical “rota-
tional energy surface” (RES), defined at a fixed
J. Various possible icosahedral RESs, defined
by their radii r q; fð Þ ¼ 1þH 6þ10ð Þ

tensor n; q; fð Þ=2,
corresponding to different mixing anglesn, are
plotted for J ¼ 174 in the top panels of Fig. 1, B
to F. Stationary points always lie on C2, C3, or

C5 rotational symmetry axes. However, as n
varies, they change in character betweenmini-
ma, maxima, and saddle points. The RES dic-
tates the dynamics of J in the molecule frame
(30, 43–46), analogous to how an adiabatic
potential energy surface steers the relative
motions of nuclei (47). During free evolution,
the trajectory of J follows an equipotential
contour of the RES.
In a full quantum-mechanical treatment,

the perturbation H 6þ10ð Þ
tensor leads only to discrete

tensor energy defects ei given by the eigen-
values ofH 6þ10ð Þ

tensor in a fully symmetrized fixed-J
subspace. These orbits trace out the closed
contours on the RES in Fig. 1. The orbits may
also be obtained directly from the RES: They
are the trajectories that both (i) satisfy a Bohr
quantization condition (44, 48) and (ii) trans-
form according to the totally symmetric irreduc-
ible representation of the icosahedral point
group (38). The latter condition accounts for the
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Fig. 1. Rotational energy surfaces and eigenvalues corresponding to icosahe-
dral invariant spherical tensors. (A) Symmetries of C60. (Left to right) (1) Ball-
and-stick model of C60, with the three different types of rotational symmetry axes
that label stationary points on the rotational energy surface (RES). The degeneracies
of the stationary points are listed in parentheses. Color and plot marker coding
for each type of rotational symmetry axis are shown. (2) Body-fixed coordinates:
polar q and azimuthal f angles. (3–5) View along C5, C3, and C2 rotational
symmetry axes. (B to F) (Top panels) RESs, defined by their radii r q; fð Þ ¼
1þ H 6þ10ð Þ

tensor n; q; fð Þ=2, for n ranging from 0 to p. Eigenvalues of 1þ H 6þ10ð Þ
tensor nð Þ=2

calculated for the fully symmetrized J ¼ 174 subspace are plotted on the surface
as radial contours, colored corresponding to their dominant rotational symmetry

character. (Center panels) Tensor energy defects [eigenvalues of H 6þ10ð Þ
tensor nð Þ] over a

range of J. The gray vertical line highlights J ¼ 174. Eigenvalues are plotted using
the marker corresponding to their dominant C5, C3, or C2 character (A). Near
the separatrices, the assignment is somewhat ambiguous owing to strong mixing.
(Bottom panels) Distribution p rð Þ of energy gap ratios r (see text) calculated from
tensor energy defect spectra aggregated over J = 0 to 400. Away from n ¼ 0; p [(C)
to (E)], the finite value of p rð Þ as r → 0 is a signature of ergodicity breaking.
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quantum indistinguishability of each bosonic
nucleus in the 12C60 isotopolog (13, 49) and
is analogous to the selection of odd or even
rotational states in ortho- or para-hydrogen
molecules, respectively. The tensor energy de-
fects are plotted for a range of J in the center
panels of Fig. 1, B to F, and may be expected
to appear in the rovibrational fine structure
of 12C60.

Resolving 12C60 rovibrational fine structure

In the preceding discussions, we have focused
solely on the geometric effects of icosahedral
symmetry. In general, however, the measured
tensor defect spectra may exhibit additional
J-dependent scaling and offsets, which depend
on intramolecular couplings specific to 12C60.
To resolve rovibrational perturbations in 12C60,
in this work, we explored the P-branch region
of the 1185 cm−1 T1u (3) band, first identified
as a region of potential interest in (13). Using
cavity-enhanced continuous-wave (cw) spec-
troscopy with a quantum cascade laser (QCL)
source, we achieved a minimum absorption
sensitivity amin ¼ 2:1� 10�10cm�1 Hz�1=2, or
1000-fold better detection sensitivity per spec-
tral element than in (13) (amin ¼ 2:2� 10�7

cm�1 Hz�1=2 per comb mode). We acquired
600-MHz-wide absorption spectra by simulta-
neously scanning the QCL frequency and free
spectral range of the enhancement cavity across
molecular absorption lines, and recording the
frequency-dependent absorption. These spec-
tra were stitched together by a combination of
direct calibration of the QCL frequency with

a Fourier transform spectrometer and com-
parison to matching spectral features in the
broadband, low signal-to-noise (SNR) frequency
comb spectrum of (13). We obtained an absolute
frequency accuracy of ∼6 MHz throughout the
entire measured frequency range, limited by
the resolution of the reference frequency comb
spectrum. Finally, to ensure consistency of
the absorption signal over multiple days of
data collection, we have periodically remea-
sured the molecular absorption feature at
R(J ¼ 181) atn ¼ 1186:27 cm−1 and normalized
all data taken around the same time to its line
strength and measured cavity finesse.

Assigning 12C60 rovibrational fine structure

The culmination of these efforts is the infrared
spectrum in Fig. 2, spanning the spectral re-
gion from 1182.0 to 1184.7 cm−1. At J ≲ 70, there
is a regular progression of rotational lines,
similar to those in the R-branch (13). They
rapidly split into intricate patterns before
merging at and beyond J ≈ 300. Zooming into
the region labeled B), the rotational line cen-
ters could be fit to the scalar part of Eq. 1, as
was done in (13).

nP Jð Þ ¼ n0 þ B′ J � 1ð Þ J þ 2zð Þ
� B″J J þ 1ð Þ ð6Þ

where J here refers to the ground-state total
angular momentum. The scalar centrifugal dis-
tortion term was not significant at our spec-
tral precision and range of J . The fit yielded
B″ = 0.0028 cm�1 for the ground-state rota-

tional constant, B′ ¼ B″� 2:876� 10�7 cm−1

for the excited-state rotational constant, z ¼
�0:37538 for the Coriolis coupling constant,
and n0 ¼ 1184:85 cm−1. Equation 6 yields a
progression of rotational lines with a spacing
of ∼2B 1� zð Þ , where B ¼ B′þ B″ð Þ=2 . The
spectroscopic constants were underdetermined
and only served to facilitate J -assignment of
the peaks in a manner consistent with the
R-branch assignments of (13). The extrapo-
lated P-branch spectral line positions based
on this scalar fit are plotted as gray vertical
lines in Fig. 2, B to F, with every fifth J value
labeled in red. The agreement with the mea-
sured line positions is excellent in the region
J < 70 , where the spectrum appears unper-
turbed (Fig. 2B).
To confirm our J assignment, we compared

the peak absorption cross sections to the nu-
clear spin weights of the ground-state rota-
tional levels and found that they match well.
Finally, we applied a frequency-dependent
scaling factor to the raw absorption spectrum
ð2J þ 1Þ�1eB

″J Jþ1ð Þ=kBT . This scaling removes
the effects of lab frame angular momentum
degeneracy and the thermal ensemble, em-
phasizing the dynamics in the molecule-fixed
frame.
The peaks were identified manually and

circled in blue. Figure 2, C and D, show two
representative regions, at J ∼ 90 and J ∼ 170,
respectively, where peaks could still be indi-
vidually resolved. The local peak density again
matches the predicted nuclear spin weights
(in blue), confirming that the rovibrational
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Fig. 2. Direct continuous-wave (cw) absorption spectroscopy of C60

P-branch. (A) Complete normalized cw spectrum of P-branch to expose
the J dependence of the nuclear spin weights. Red highlighted regions are
shown in greater detail in subsequent panels. (B to F) Enlargement of
red highlighted regions in (A). (B) Enlargement of low-J region of the P-branch.
This relatively unperturbed region of the P-branch is fit to a rigid-rotor

Hamiltonian to obtain the rotational spacing 2B 1� zð Þ. Fitted line positions
are indicated by the gray vertical grid lines, with J labeled in red. Blue
numbers denote calculated nuclear spin weights, which match the measured
peak intensities well. In (C) and (D), peaks are resolvable and marked with
blue circles. In (E) and (F), spectral congestion prohibits identification
of individual peaks.
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fine-structure splitting originates from icosahe-
dral tensor interactions of Eq. 5 that lift K -
degeneracy. Figure 2, E and F, show two
regions where the peaks have begun to merge,
and individual peaks can no longer be easily
identified (J > 247).
Interpreting the tensor splittings requires

assigning each absorption peak to a partic-
ular J. We began by assigning each peak to
its nearest J value according to the scalar fit
of Eq. 6. Subtracting the scalar contribution
(Eq. 6) from the central frequency of each
peak generated a single “period” of a Loomis-
Wood-like defect plot in Fig. 3A. There remains
some ambiguity in the defect assignments, as
illustrated in the inset of Fig. 3A: Each defect is
constrained to the line with slope 2B 1� zð Þ ,
which passes through its current position.
By carefully rearranging individual defects

according to these discrete allowed “moves,”
we unwrapped five distinct regions that ex-
hibit continuous-looking patterns (Fig. 3B).

Because of the discontinuities at J ≃ 80, 110,
160, and 220, there was still some ambigu-
ity in the overall shift of the four perturbed
sections labeled (i) to (iv). To remove this
ambiguity, we recognized each section’s dom-
inant pure-rank tensor character as follows:
(i) �T 6½ � ; (ii) T 10½ � ; (iii) T 6½ � ; (iv) �T 6½ � .
Eigenvalue spectra in Fig. 1, B, D, and F, show
that the extremal eigenvalues associated with
Cn rotational symmetry axes occur when J is
an integer multiple of n. The J -assignment
depicted in Fig. 3B satisfies this condition
for all sections simultaneously. This final J-
assignment was confirmed by the excellent
agreement between J -resolved peak counts
and calculated nuclear spin weight far from
the discontinuities Fig. 3C.

Rotational ergodicity transitions

The J-dependent tensor energy defects imply
rovibrational dynamics of 12C60. To infer these
dynamics, we parameterized each of the four

perturbed regions (i) to (iv) in Fig. 3B in terms
of a mixed tensor (Eq. 5), J-dependent scaling
b Jð Þ, and J-dependent scalar offset a Jð Þ:

a Jð Þ þ b Jð Þ � e n; J ;Kð Þ ð7Þ
where e n; J ;Kð Þ are the J-dependent tensor
splittings as plotted in the lower panels of Fig. 1,
B to F.
First, a Jð Þ was obtained from the observed

mean defect of each section. Next, by perform-
ing a point-cloud registration (50–52) to the
theoretical eigenvalue spectra and the mea-
sured defect plot, we assigned a best-fit mixing
anglen to each section: (i)p; (ii) 0.45p; (iii) 1.9p;
and (iv) p (38). Finally, b Jð Þwas obtained from
a least-squares fit to a polynomial in J (38).
The resulting reconstructed defect plot for re-
gions (i) to (iv) is shown in Fig. 3D.
The abrupt changes in mixing angles n are

associated with transitions between ergodic
and nonergodic rotational dynamics as the mo-
lecule “spins up” to higher J. These dynamics
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Fig. 3. Obtaining P-branch tensor energy defects versus J. (A) Plot of
experimental energy defects from nearest-neighbor J assignment. Peaks are
assigned to nearest J according to rigid rotor model (gray vertical grid lines in
Fig. 2, B to F). Red defect points (J > 247) correspond to peaks in the absorption
spectrum that are no longer individually resolved. Their peak centers are
obtained from fitting to a cluster of Voigt lineshapes (38). (Inset) Unwrapping
procedure follows a series of allowed “moves” that simultaneously translate
points in vertical steps of ±2B(1− z) and horizontal steps of ±1. (B) “Unwrapped”

defect plot. Four avoided crossings with varying strengths are seen at J ≃ 80, 110,

160, and 220. Defect patterns resemble eigenvalue spectra of icosahedral invariant

tensors. (C) Calculated nuclear spin weights overlaid with measured peak counts.

Blue highlighted sections show excellent agreement between calculated nuclear spin

weights of C60 and assigned peak counts. (D) Reconstruction of perturbed sections of

P-branch spectrum based on eigenvalue spectra of mixed tensor operator H 6þ10ð Þ
tensor (n).

Four perturbed portions of (B) are reproduced with four mixing angles n.
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transition from ergodic for region (i), to
nonergodic for region (ii), and back again for
regions (iii) and (iv).
The origin of this ergodicity breaking can

be understood semi-classically using the RESs
in Fig. 1, B, D, and F. The dynamics of vector
J are ergodic when time evolution explores
the full space of symmetry-allowed states at
the same energy. For region (iii), the dominant
tensor character is T 6½ � . Naïvely, the existence
of 12 disconnected trajectories encircling the
C5 axes breaks ergodicity. However, these traj-
ectories cannot be distinguished in 12C60: Ow-
ing to the indistinguishability of the 12C nuclei,
all 12 semi-classical trajectories correspond
to a single quantum state given by their fully
symmetric superposition. As such, the vector
Jdynamics do explore the full range of states
at a given energy, and hence are ergodic. The
same argument applies for regions (i) and
(iv), which differ from (iii) only in the sign of
tensor energy defects (Fig. 1F).
By contrast, for region (ii), the dominant

tensor character is T 10½ � . The C5 and C3 axes
both correspond to peaks on the RES and to
host trajectories over the same range of ener-
gies (Fig. 3D). Trajectories encircling the C5

and C3 axes are distinguishable, and hence cor-
respond to distinct quantum states. The quan-
tum tunneling between these trajectories is
unable to restore the ergodicity: The tunneling
integral between C5 and C3 is exponentially
small in J (53, 54), whereas the level spacing
only scales as 1=J . The scaling of the tunnel-
ing integral follows from standard Wentzel–
Kramers–Brillouin (WKB) results (55), and the
scaling of level spacings can be seen by compar-
ing the relatively fixed bandwidth of tensor en-
ergydefects (Fig. 3B)with thenuclear spinweight
∼ 2J þ 1ð Þ=60. Consequently, for ourmeasured J
(well within the large-J limit), tunneling correc-
tions are typically only perturbative.
Energy-level statistics provide a simple probe

of this ergodicity breaking in molecular spec-
tra (56, 57). Quantum ergodicity is associated
with eigenstates extended in phase space that
can be strongly coupled by local perturbations,
inducing energy-level repulsion. By contrast,
ergodicity breaking is associated with the ex-

istence of localized eigenstates, which are not
strongly coupled by perturbations and whose
energies are uncorrelated (58). Ergodic and
nonergodic dynamics are therefore respec-
tively associated with level repulsion and its
absence (59). A useful diagnostic tool is the
distributionp rð Þ, where r is the ratio of consec-
utive level spacings ei (60, 61):

ri ¼ min
si
si�1

;
si�1

si

� �
ð8Þ

si ¼ eiþ1 � ei ð9Þ

In the limit of r→ 0, level repulsion in an
ergodic system causes p rð Þ→ 0, and for a non-
ergodic systemp rð Þ→ constant. Similar energy-
level statistics have beenused to analyze systems
as diverse as nuclear spectra (59), ultracold
atomic scattering (62), and many-body local-
ization (63).
Figure 4, A to C, show the energy-gap ratios

computed from sections (i) to (iii), respec-
tively, of the experimental defect plot (Fig. 3B).
Here, sections (i) and (iii) exhibit persistent
level repulsion characteristic of ergodicity,
whereas section (ii) does not, indicating non-
ergodicity.We aggregated the energy-gap ratios
over each one of sections (i) to (iii) and their
respective distributions in Fig. 4, D to F. These
distributions confirm the presence of level re-
pulsion in sections (i) and (iii) and its absence
in section (ii).
The physical origin of rovibrational tensor

energy defects in 12C60 can be inferred from
Fig. 3B. The defects arise from rovibrational
coupling between the bright P-type excited
T þð Þ
1u 3ð Þ state and a background of perturb-

ing dark states. Specifically, both the disconti-
nuities and excess observed peaks at specific
J values are characteristic of avoided cross-
ingswith perturbing zero-order dark vibrational
combination states. As they cross T þð Þ

1u 3ð Þ from
below, rovibrational coupling lifts the degen-
eracy of J multiplets in the T þð Þ

1u 3ð Þ state, im-
parting tensor character that depends on the
identity of the perturbing vibrational state.
The tensor character of the T þð Þ

1u 3ð Þ state (spe-
cifically the fittedn values) is stable in between

avoided crossings, suggesting that each of
these sections is dominantly affected by just
one perturbing state at a time. At the avoided
crossings, this assumption breaks down, as
made particularly evident by the rapid change
in mixing angle just before and after the
avoided crossing at J ¼ 160of Fig. 3B. There
is no apparent structure to the changes in
mixing angle and coupling strength induced
by the different avoided crossings, suggesting
that the perturbing dark states are distinct
and not part of the same Coriolis manifold.
Finally, using the observed local density of per-
turbing states robs ≈ 2=cm�1 and average mea-
sured vibrational coupling strength (bandwidth
of the avoided crossings) of bavg ≈ 2� 10�2 cm�1

(38),we arrive at an IVR threshold parameter
(10)T Eð Þ ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2p=3
p

robsbavg ≈ 0:06 ≪ 1.Our 12C60
rotational ergodicity transitions are observed
well below the IVR threshold, a conclusion sup-
ported by the spectroscopically well-resolved
T1u 3ð Þ band. This further highlights the fact
that, although the rotational ergodicity tran-
sition relies on intramolecular vibrational cou-
pling, it is completely distinct from IVR.

Conclusion

We have measured and characterized icosahe-
dral tensor rovibrational coupling in 12C60.
Analysis of the spectrum of rovibrational ten-
sor energy defects revealed that as the mol-
ecule is spun up to higher J, there is a series
of transitions in the dynamical behavior of
J in the fixed body frame. Specifically, vec-
tor J switches between ergodic and nonergodic
behavior at particular J values, leaving a char-
acteristic imprint on the defect-level statistics.
These ergodicity transitions arise from dark
vibrational combination states that cross the
T þð Þ
1u 3ð Þ state at particular J values, transferring

their anisotropic character onto the T þð Þ
1u 3ð Þ

state through rovibrational coupling.
Our measurements open the door to a rich

hierarchy of emergent behavior in C60 isotopo-
logs, accessible at ever-higher spectral resolution.
The small nuclear spin-rotation interaction—
for example, in 13C-substituted isotopologs of
C60—can have a magnified effect owing to the
small superfine splittings near RES extrema.
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Fig. 4. Energy-level statistics in ergodic and nonergodic regimes. (A to C) (Left panels) Gap ratio r as a function of J calculated from sections (i) to (iv) of the
defect spectrum (Fig. 3B). Gap ratios are only plotted at J values for which the peak counts match the calculated nuclear spin weight (Fig. 3C). (Right panels)
Normalized distribution p rð Þ of gap ratios aggregated over sections (i) to (iii). Note the change from logarithmic to linear r scale between left and right panels. Sections
(i) and (iii) exhibit level repulsion, a signature of ergodicity, whereas section (ii) does not, indicating nonergodicity.
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Such “hyperfine” coupling can lead to spon-
taneous symmetry breaking in a finite system
(31, 64). These insights could prove useful for
exploiting the exotic orientation state space
of C60 for quantum information processing
(65) and for investigating the quantum-to-
classical transition of information spreading
(66). Ultimately, spectroscopy of C60 isotopo-
logs at ever-higher spectral resolution promises
to uncover deeper insights into the emergent
dynamics of mesoscopic quantum many-body
systems.
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Editor’s summary
Ergodicity breaking, the inability of a system to thermalize, is of fundamental interest in statistical mechanics
and physics and has been vigorously studied in many systems. Using high-sensitivity infrared spectroscopy, Liu
et al. collected compelling experimental signatures of previously unobserved rotational ergodicity breaking in a
buckminsterfullerene molecule (C60) that arose from rotation-vibration coupling and were distinctly different from

what was found in all prior studies. Because of its symmetry, size, and rigidity, C60 can switch back and forth between
ergodic and non-ergodic rotational regimes as it rotates faster and faster. The present work reports peculiar rotational
dynamics in C60 and demonstrates how such a familiar but relatively unexplored molecule can be used to observe

new phenomena. —Yury Suleymanov
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